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Clustering is an exploratory data analysis task. It aims to find the intrinsic
structure of data by organizing data objects into similarity groups or clusters.
It is often called unsupervised learning because no class labels denoting an a
priori partition of the objects are given. This is in contrast with supervised
learning (e.g., classification) for which the data objects are already labeled
with known classes. Past research in clustering has produced many algorithms.
However, these algorithms have some shortcomings. In this paper, we propose
a novel clustering technique, which is based on a supervised learning technique
called decision tree construction. The new technique is able to overcome many
of these shortcomings. The key idea is to use a decision tree to partition the
data space into cluster (or dense) regions and empty (or sparse) regions (which
produce outliers and anomalies). We achieve this by introducing virtual data
points into the space and then applying a modified decision tree algorithm for
the purpose. The technique is able to find clusters in large high dimensional
spaces efficiently. It is suitable for clustering in the full dimensional space as
well as in subspaces. It also provides easily comprehensible descriptions of the
resulting clusters. Experiments on both synthetic data and real-life data show
that the technique is effective and also scales well for large high dimensional
datasets.

1 Introduction
Clustering aims to find the intrinsic structure of data by organizing objects
(data records) into similarity groups or clusters. Clustering is often called unsupervised learning because no classes denoting an a priori partition of the
objects are known. This is in contrast with supervised learning, for which the
data records are already labeled with known classes. The objective of supervised learning is to find a set of characteristic descriptions of these classes.
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In this paper, we study clustering in a numerical space, where each dimension (or attribute) has a bounded and totally ordered domain. Each data
record is basically a point in the space. Clusters in such a space are commonly
defined as connected regions in the space containing a relatively high density
of points, separated from other such regions by a region containing a relatively
low density of points [12].
Clustering has been studied extensively in statistics [5], pattern recognition [16], machine learning [15], and database and data mining (e.g.,
[25, 32, 7, 14, 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30, 31]). Existing algorithms in the literature can be broadly classified into two categories [24]:
partitional clustering and hierarchical clustering. Partitional clustering determines a partitioning of data records into k groups or clusters such that the
data records in a cluster are more similar or nearer to one another than the
data records in different clusters. Hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence
of partitions. It keeps merging the closest (or splitting the farthest) groups of
data records to form clusters.
In this paper, we propose a novel clustering technique, which is based
on a supervised learning method called decision tree construction [26]. The
new technique, called CLTree (CLustering based on decision Trees), is quite
different from existing methods, and it has many distinctive advantages. To
distinguish from decision trees for classification, we call the trees produced by
CLTree the cluster trees.
Decision tree building is a popular technique for classifying data of various
classes (at least two classes). Its algorithm uses a purity function to partition
the data space into different class regions. The technique is not directly applicable to clustering because datasets for clustering have no pre-assigned class
labels. We present a method to solve this problem.
The basic idea is that we regard each data record (or point) in the dataset
to have a class Y . We then assume that the data space is uniformly distributed
with another type of points, called non-existing points. We give them the class,
N . With the N points added to the original data space, our problem of partitioning the data space into data (dense) regions and empty (sparse) regions
becomes a classification problem. A decision tree algorithm can be applied to
solve the problem. However, for the technique to work many important issues
have to be addressed (see Section 2). The key issue is that the purity function
used in decision tree building is not sufficient for clustering.
We use an example to show the intuition behind the proposed technique.
Figure 1(A) gives a 2-dimensional space, which has 24 data (Y ) points represented by filled rectangles. Two clusters exist in the space. We then add
some uniformly distributed N points (represented by ”o”) to the data space
(Figure 1(B)). With the augmented dataset, we can run a decision tree algorithm to obtain a partitioning of the space (Figure 1(B)). The two clusters
are identified.
The reason that this technique works is that if there are clusters in the
data, the data points cannot be uniformly distributed in the entire space.
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Fig. 1. Clustering using decision trees: an intuitive example

By adding some uniformly distributed N points, we can isolate the clusters
because within each cluster region there are more Y points than N points.
The decision tree technique is well known for this task.
We now answer two immediate questions: (1) how many N points should
we add, and (2) can the same task be performed without physically adding the
N points to the data? The answer to the first question is that it depends. The
number changes as the tree grows. It is insufficient to add a fixed number of N
points to the original dataset at the beginning (see Section 2.2). The answer
to the second question is yes. Physically adding N points increases the size
of the dataset and also the running time. A subtle but important issue is
that it is unlikely that we can have points truly uniformly distributed in a
very high dimensional space because we would need an exponential number
of points [23]. We propose a technique to solve the problem, which guarantees
the uniform distribution of the N points. This is done by not adding any
N point to the space but computing them when needed. Hence, CLTree can
produce the partition in Figure 1(C) with no N point added to the original
data.
The proposed CLTree technique consists of two steps:
1. Cluster tree construction: This step uses a modified decision tree algorithm
with a new purity function to construct a cluster tree to capture the
natural distribution of the data without making any prior assumptions.
2. Cluster tree pruning: After the tree is built, an interactive pruning step
is performed to simplify the tree to find meaningful/useful clusters. The
final clusters are expressed as a list of hyper-rectangular regions.
The rest of the paper develops the idea further. Experiment results on both
synthetic data and real-life application data show that the proposed technique
is very effective and scales well for large high dimensional datasets.
1.1 Our contributions
The main contribution of this paper is that it proposes a novel clustering
technique, which is based on a supervised learning method [26]. It is fundamentally different from existing clustering techniques. Existing techniques
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form clusters explicitly by grouping data points using some distance or density measures. The proposed technique, however, finds clusters implicitly by
separating data and empty (sparse) regions using a purity function based on
the information theory (the detailed comparison with related work appears in
Section 5). The new method has many distinctive advantages over the existing
methods (although some existing methods also have some of the advantages,
there is no system that has all the advantages):
•

•

•

•

•

CLTree is able to find clusters without making any prior assumptions or
using any input parameters. Most existing methods require the user to
specify the number of clusters to be found and/or density thresholds (e.g.,
[25, 32, 21, 7, 14, 1, 2, 3, 10, 23]). Such values are normally difficult to
provide, and can be quite arbitrary. As a result, the clusters found may
not reflect the ”true” grouping structure of the data.
CLTree is able to find clusters in the full dimension space as well as in
any subspaces. It is noted in [3] that many algorithms that work in the
full space do not work well in subspaces of a high dimensional space. The
opposite is also true, i.e., existing subspace clustering algorithms only find
clusters in low dimension subspaces [1, 2, 3]. Our technique is suitable
for both types of clustering because it aims to find simple descriptions of
the data (using as fewer dimensions as possible), which may use all the
dimensions or any subset.
It provides descriptions of the resulting clusters in terms of hyper-rectangle
regions. Most existing clustering methods only group data points together
and give a centroid for each cluster with no detailed description. Since
data mining applications typically require descriptions that can be easily
assimilated by the user as insight and explanations, interpretability of
clustering results is of critical importance.
It comes with an important by-product, the empty (sparse) regions. Although clusters are important, empty regions can also be useful. For example, in a marketing application, clusters may represent different segments
of existing customers of a company, while the empty regions are the profiles
of non-customers. Knowing the profiles of non-customers allows the company to probe into the possibilities of modifying the services or products
and/or of doing targeted marketing in order to attract these potential
customers. Sparse regions also reveal outliers and anomalies, which are
important for many applications.
It deals with outliers effectively. Outliers are data points in a relatively
empty region. CLTree is able to separate outliers from real clusters because it naturally identifies sparse and dense regions. When outliers are
concentrated in certain areas, it is possible that they will be identified as
small clusters. If such outlier clusters are undesirable, we can use a simple
threshold on the size of clusters to remove them. However, sometimes such
small clusters can be very useful as they may represent exceptions (or un-
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expected cases) in the data. The interpretation of these small clusters is
dependent on applications.

2 Building Cluster Trees
This section presents our cluster tree algorithm. Since a cluster tree is basically
a decision tree for clustering, we first review the decision tree algorithm in [26].
We then modify the algorithm and its purity function for clustering.
2.1 Decision tree construction
Decision tree construction is a well-known technique for classification [26].
A database for decision tree classification consists of a set of data records,
which are pre-classified into q(≥ 2) known classes. The objective of decision
tree construction is to partition the data to separate the q classes. A decision
tree has two types of nodes, decision nodes and leaf nodes. A decision node
specifies some test on a single attribute. A leaf node indicates the class.
From a geometric point of view, a decision tree represents a partitioning
of the data space. A serial of tests (or cuts) from the root node to a leaf node
represents a hyper-rectangle. For example, the four hyper-rectangular regions
in Figure 2(A) are produced by the tree in Figure 2(B). A region represented
by a leaf can also be expressed as a rule, e.g., the upper right region in Figure
2(A) can be represented by X > 3.5, Y > 3.5 → O, which is also the right
most leaf in Figure 2(B). Note that for a numeric attribute, the decision tree
algorithm in [26] performs binary split, i.e., each cut splits the current space
into two parts (see Figure 2(B)).

Fig. 2. An example partition of the data space and its corresponding decision tree

The algorithm for building a decision tree typically uses the divide and
conquer strategy to recursively partition the data to produce the tree. Each
successive step greedily chooses the best cut to partition the space into two
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parts in order to obtain purer regions. A commonly used criterion (or purity
function) for choosing the best cut is the information gain [26]4 .
The information gain criterion is derived from information theory. The
essential idea of information theory is that the information conveyed by a
message depends on its probability and can be measured in bits as minus the
logarithm to base 2 of that probability.
Suppose we have a dataset D with q classes, C1 , ..., Cq . Suppose further
that we have a possible test x with m outcomes that partitions D into m
subsets D1 , ..., Dm . For a numeric attribute, m = 2, since we only perform
binary split. The probability that we select one record from the set D of data
records and announce that it belongs to some class Cj is given by:
f req(Cj , D)
|D|
where f req(Cj , D) represents the number of data records (points) of the class
Cj in D, while |D| is the total number of data records in D. So the information
that it conveys is:
¶
µ
f req (Cj , D)
bits
− log2
|D|
To find the expected information needed to identify the class of a data record
in D before partitioning occurs, we sum over the classes in proportion to their
frequencies in D, giving:
µ
¶
q
X
f req(Cj , D)
f req(Cj , D)
inf o(D) = −
× log2
|D|
|D|
j=1
Now, suppose that the dataset D has been partitioned in accordance with the
m outcomes of the test X. The expected amount of information needed to
identify the class of a data record in D after the partitioning had occurred
can be found as the weighted sum over the subsets, as:
inf oX (D) = −

m
X
|Di |
i=1

|D|

× inf o(Di )

where |Di | represents the number of data records in the subset Di after the
partitioning had occurred. The information gained due to the partition is:
gain(X) = inf o(D) − inf oX (D)
Clearly, we should maximize the gain. The gain criterion is to select the test
or cut that maximizes the gain to partition the current data (or space).
The procedure for information gain evaluation is given in Figure 3. It
evaluates every possible value (or cut point) on all dimensions to find the cut
point that gives the best gain.
4
In [26], it can also use the information gain ratio criterion, which is the normalized gain. The normalization is used to avoid favoring a categorical attribute that
has many values. Since we have no categorical attribute, this is not a problem.
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1 for each attribute Ai ∈ {A1 , A2 , , Ad } do
/* A1 , A2 , ,and Ad are the attributes of D */
for each value x of Ai in D do
2
/* each value is considered as a possible cut */
3
compute the information gain at x
4
end
5 end
6 Select the test or cut that gives the best information gain to partition the
space
Fig. 3. The information gain evaluation

Scale-up decision tree algorithms: Traditionally, a decision tree algorithm requires the whole data to reside in memory. When the dataset is
too large, techniques from the database community can be used to scale up
the algorithm so that the entire dataset is not required in memory. [4] introduces an interval classifier that uses data indices to efficiently retrieve portions
of data. SPRINT [27] and RainForest [18] propose two scalable techniques
for decision tree building. For example, RainForest only keeps an AVC-set
(attribute-value, classLabel and count) for each attribute in memory. This is
sufficient for tree building and gain evaluation. It eliminates the need to have
the entire dataset in memory. BOAT [19] uses statistical techniques to construct the tree based on a small subset of the data, and correct inconsistency
due to sampling via a scan over the database.
2.2 Building cluster trees: Introducing N points
We now present the modifications made to the decision tree algorithm in [26]
for our clustering purpose. This sub-section focuses on introducing N points.
The next sub-section discusses two changes that need to be made to the
decision tree algorithm. The final sub-section describes the new cut selection
criterion or purity function.
As mentioned before, we give each data point in the original dataset the
class Y , and introduce some uniformly distributed ”non-existing” N points.
We do not physically add these N points to the original data, but only assume
their existence.
We now determine how many N points to add. We add a different number
of N points at each node in tree building. The number of N points for the
current node E is determined by the following rule (note that at the root
node, the number of inherited N points is 0):
1 If the number of N points inherited from the parent node of E is less
than the number of Y points in E then
2
the number of N points for E is increased to the number of Y
points in E
3 else the number of inherited N points from its parent is used for E
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Figure 4 gives an example. The (parent) node P has two children nodes L
and R. Assume P has 1000 Y points and thus 1000 N points, stored in P.Y
and P.N respectively. Assume after splitting, L has 20 Y points and 500 N
points, and R has 980 Y points and 500 N points. According to the above
rule, for subsequent partitioning, we increase the number of N points at R to
980. The number of N points at L is unchanged.

Fig. 4. Distributing N points

Fig. 5. The effect of using a fixed number
of N points

The basic idea is that we use an equal number of N points to the number
of Y (data) points (in fact, 1:1 ratio is not necessary, see Section 4.2.2). This is
natural because it allows us to isolate those regions that are densely populated
with data points. The reason that we increase the number of N points of a
node (line 2) if it has more inherited Y points than N points is to avoid the
situation where there may be too few N points left after some cuts or splits.
If we fix the number of N points in the entire space to be the number of Y
points in the original data, the number of N points at a later node can easily
drop to a very small number for a high dimensional space. If there are too few
N points, further splits become difficult, but such splits may still be necessary.
Figure 5 gives an example.
In Figure 5, the original space contains 32 data (Y ) points. According
to the above rule, it also has 32 N points. After two cuts, we are left with
a smaller region (region 1). All the Y points are in this region. If we do
not increase the number of N points for the region, we are left with only
32/22 = 8 N points in region 1. This is not so bad because the space has only
two dimensions. If we have a very high dimensional space, the number of N
points will drop drastically (close to 0) after some splits (as the number of N
points drops exponentially).
The number of N points is not reduced if the current node is an N node
(an N node has more N points than Y points) (line 3). A reduction may cause
outlier Y points to form Y nodes or regions (a Y node has an equal number of
Y points as N points or more). Then cluster regions and non-cluster regions
may not be separated.
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2.3 Building cluster trees: Two modifications to the decision tree
algorithm
Since the N points are not physically added to the data, we need to make two
modifications to the decision tree algorithm in [26] in order to build cluster
trees:
1. Compute the number of N points on the fly: From the formulas in Section
2.1, we see that the gain evaluation needs the frequency or the number
of points of each class on each side of a possible cut (or split). Since we
do not have the N points in the data, we need to compute them. This is
simple because we assume that the N points are uniformly distributed in
the space. Figure 6 shows an example. The space has 25 data (Y ) points
and 25 N points. Assume the system is evaluating a possible cut P . The
number of N points on the left-hand-side of P is 25 ∗ 4/10 = 10. The
number of Y points is 3. Likewise, the number of N points on the righthand-side of P is 15 (25 - 10), and the number of Y points is 22. With
these numbers, the information gain at P can be computed. Note that by
computing the number of N points, we essentially guarantee their uniform
distribution.

Fig. 6. Computing the number of N Fig. 7. Cutting on either side of data
points
points

2. Evaluate on both sides of data points: In the standard decision tree building, cuts only occur on one side of data points [26]. However, for our
purpose, this is not adequate as the example in Figure 7 shows. Figure
7 gives 3 possible cuts. cut1 and cut3 are on the right-hand-side of some
data points, while cut2 is on the left-hand-side. If we only allow cuts on
the right-hand-side of data points, we will not be able to obtain a good
cluster description. If we use cut1 , our cluster will contain a large empty
region. If we use cut3 , we lose many data points. In this case, cut2 is the
best. It cuts on the left-hand-side of the data points.
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2.4 Building cluster trees: The new criterion for selecting the best
cut
Decision tree building for classification uses the gain criterion to select the
best cut. For clustering, this is insufficient. The cut that gives the best gain
may not be the best cut for clustering. There are two main problems with the
gain criterion:
1. The cut with the best information gain tends to cut into clusters.
2. The gain criterion does not look ahead in deciding the best cut.
Let us see an example. Figure 8(A) shows a space with two clusters, which
illustrates the first problem. Through gain computation, we find the best cuts
for dimension 1 (d1 cut), and for dimension 2 (d2 cut) respectively. Clearly,
both cuts are undesirable because they cut into clusters. Assume d1 cut gives
a better information gain than d2 cut. We will use d1 cut to partition the
space. The cluster points on the right of d1 cut from both clusters are lost.
This problem occurs because at cluster boundaries there is normally a
higher proportion of N points than that of cluster centers for clusters whose
data points follow a normal-like distribution (cluster centers are much denser
than boundaries) as we assume that the N points are uniformly distributed in
the entire area. The gain criterion will find a balanced point for partitioning,
which tends to be somewhere inside the clusters.
Next, we look at the second problem using Figure 8(B) (same as Figure
8(A)). Ideally, in this situation, we should cut at d2 cut2 or d2 cut3, rather
than d1 cut (although it gives the highest gain). However, using the gain criterion, we are unable to obtain d2 cut2 or d2 cut3 because the gain criterion
does not look ahead to find better cuts. There is also another piece of important information that the gain criterion is unable to capture, the empty region
between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3. Recognizing the empty region is very important
for clustering.

Fig. 8. Problems with the gain criterion

Fig. 9. Determining the best cut

The two problems result in severe fragmentation of clusters (each cluster
is cut into many pieces) and loss of data points. To overcome these problems,
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we designed a new criterion, which still uses information gain as the basis, but
adds to it the ability to look ahead. We call the new criterion the lookahead
gain criterion. For the example in Figure 8(B), we aim to find a cut that is
very close to d2 cut2 or d2 cut3.
The basic idea is as follows: For each dimension i, based on the first cut
found using the gain criterion, we look ahead (at most 2 steps) along each
dimension to find a better cut ci that cuts less into cluster regions, and to find
an associated region ri that is relatively empty (measured by relative density,
see below). ci of the dimension i whose ri has the lowest relative density is
selected as the best cut. The intuition behind this modified criterion is clear.
It tries to find the emptiest region along each dimension to separate clusters.
Definition (relative density): The relative density of a region r is computed with r.Y /r.N , where r.Y and r.N are the number of Y points and the
number of N points in r respectively. We use the example in Figure 9 (a
reproduction of Figure 8(A)) to introduce the lookahead gain criterion. The
algorithm is given in Figure 10. The new criterion consists of 3 steps:
Algorithm evaluateCut(D)
1 for each attribute Ai ∈ {A1, A2, , Ad} do
2
di cut1 = the value (cut) of Ai that gives the best gain on dimension
i;
3
di cut2 = the value (cut) of Ai that gives the best gain in the Li region
produced by di cut1;
4
if the relative density between di cut1 and di cut2 is higher than that
between di cut2 and bi then
5
r densityi = yi /ni , where yi and ni are the numbers of Y points
and N points between di cut2 and bi
6
else di cut3 = the value (cut) that gives the best gain in the Li region
produced by di cut2;
/* Li here is the region between di cut1 and di cut2 */
7
r densityi = yi /ni , where yi and ni are the numbers of Y points
and N points in the region between di cut1 and di cut3 or di cut2
and di cut3 that has a lower proportion of Y points (or a lower
relative density).
8
end
9 end
10 bestCut = di cut3 (or di cut2 if there is no di cut3) of dimension i whose
r densityi is the minimal among the d dimensions.
Fig. 10. Determining the best cut in CLTree

1. Find the initial cuts (line 2, Figure 10): For each dimension i, we use
the gain criterion to find the first best cut point di cut1. For example, in
Figure 9, for dimension 1 and 2, we find d1 cut1, and d2 cut1 respectively.
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If we cannot find di cut1 with any gain for a dimension, we ignore this
dimension subsequently.
2. Look ahead to find better cuts (lines 3 and 6, Figure 10): Based
on the first cut, we find a better cut on each dimension by further gain
evaluation. Our objectives are to find:
a) a cut that cuts less into clusters (to reduce the number of lost points),
and
b) an associated region with a low relative density (relatively empty).
Let us denote the two regions separated by di cut1 along dimension i as Li
and Hi , where Li has a lower relative density than Hi . di cut1 forms one
boundary of Li along dimension i. We use bi to denote the other boundary
of Li . To achieve both 2a and 2b, we only find more cuts (at most two)
in Li . We do not go to Hi because it is unlikely that we can find better
cuts there to achieve our objectives (since Hi is denser). This step goes
as follows:
Along each dimension, we find another cut (di cut2) in Li that gives the
best gain. After di cut2 is found, if the relative density of the region between di cut1 and di cut2 is higher than that between di cut2 and bi , we
stop because both objectives are achieved. If not, we find the third cut
(di cut3) by applying the same strategy. We seek the additional cut in
this case because if the region between di cut2 and bi is denser, it means
that there may be clusters in that region. Then, di cut2 is likely to cut
into these clusters.
For example, in Figure 9, we first obtain d1 cut2 and d2 cut2. Since the
relative density of the region between d1 cut1 and d1 cut2 is higher than
that between d1 cut2 and the boundary on the right (b1 ), we stop for
dimension 1. We have found a better cut d1 cut2 and also a low density
region between d1 cut2 and the right space boundary (b1 ).
However, for dimension 2, we now obtain a situation (in the region between
d2 cut1 and the bottom space boundary, b2 ) like that for dimension 1
before d1 cut2 is found. d2 cut2 cuts into another cluster. We then apply
the same method to the data points and the region between d2 cut1 and
d2 cut2 since the relative density is lower between them, another local
best cut d2 cut3 is found, which is a much better cut, i.e., cutting almost
at the cluster boundary. We now have two good cuts d1 cut2 and d2 cut3
for dimension 1 and 2 respectively. We also found two low density regions
associated with the cuts, i.e., the region between d1 cut2 and the right
space boundary (b1 ) for dimension 1, and the region between d2 cut2 and
d2 cut3 for dimension 2.
3. Select the overall best cut (line 5, 7 and 10): We compare the relative
densities (r densityi ) of the low density regions identified in step 2 of all
dimensions. The best cut in the dimension that gives the lowest r densityi
value is chosen as the best cut overall. In our example, the relative density
between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3 is clearly lower than that between d1 cut2
and the right space boundary, thus d2 cut3 is the overall best cut.
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The reason that we use relative density to select the overall best cut is
because it is desirable to split at the cut point that may result in a big
empty (N ) region (e.g., between d2 cut2 and d2 cut3), which is more likely
to separate clusters.
This algorithm can also be scaled up using the existing decision tree scaleup techniques in [18, 27] since the essential computation here is the same
as that in decision tree building, i.e., the gain evaluation. Our new criterion
simply performs the gain evaluation more than once.

3 User-Oriented Pruning of Cluster Trees
The recursive partitioning method of building cluster trees will divide the
data space until each partition contains only points of a single class, or until
no test (or cut) offers any improvement5 . The result is often a very complex
tree that partitions the space more than necessary. This problem is the same
as that in classification [26]. There are basically two ways to produce simpler
trees:
1. Stopping: deciding not to divide a region any further, or
2. Pruning: removing some of the tree parts after the tree has been built.
The first approach has the attraction that time is not wasted in building the
complex tree. However, it is known in classification research that stopping
is often unreliable because it is very hard to get the stopping criterion right
[26]. This has also been our experience. Thus, we adopted the pruning strategy.
Pruning is more reliable because after tree building we have seen the complete
structure of data. It is much easier to decide which parts are unnecessary.
The pruning method used for classification, however, cannot be applied
here because clustering, to certain extent, is a subjective task. Whether a
clustering is good or bad depends on the application and the user’s subjective judgment of its usefulness [9, 24]. Thus, we use a subjective measure for
pruning. We use the example in Figure 11 to explain.
The original space is partitioned into 14 regions by the cluster tree. By
simply looking at Figure 11, it is not clear whether we should report one
cluster (the whole space) or two clusters. If we are to report two clusters,
should we report the region C1 and C2, or S1 and S2? The answers to these
questions depend on the specific application.
We propose two interactive approaches to allow the user to explore the
cluster tree to find meaningful/useful clusters.
Browsing: The user simply explores the tree him/herself to find meaningful
clusters (prune the rest). A user interface has been built to facilitate this
exploration. This is not a difficult task because the major clusters are identified
5

We use the same criterion as that in [26] to decide whether any improvement
can be made.
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Fig. 11. How many clusters are there, and what are the cluster regions?

at the top levels of the tree.
User-oriented pruning: The tree is pruned using two user-specify parameters
(see below). After pruning, we summarize the clusters by extracting only those
Y leaves from the tree and express them with hyper-rectangular regions (each
Y leaf naturally forms a region or a rule (see Section 2.1)). The user can then
view and study them. This is more convenient then viewing a tree, as a tree
with many internal nodes can be confusing.
The two parameters used in pruning are as follows:
min y : It specifies the minimal number of Y points that a region must
contain (to be considered interesting). min y is expressed as a percentage of
|D|. That is, a node with fewer than min y ∗ |D| number of Y points is not
interesting. For example, in Figure 11, if min y ∗ |D| = 6, the number of Y
points (which is 4) in S4 (before it is cut into three smaller regions) is too few.
Thus, further cuts will not be considered, i.e., the two cuts in S4 are pruned.
However, S4 may join S2 (see below) to form a bigger cluster.
min rd : It specifies whether an N region (node) E should join an adjacent Y region F to form a bigger cluster region. If the relative density of E,
E.Y /E.N , is greater than min rd, where E.Y (or E.N ) gives the number of
Y (or N ) points contained in E, then E and F should be combined to form a
bigger cluster. For example, the min rd value will decide whether S3 should
join S1 to form a bigger cluster. If so, more data points are included in the
cluster.
The pruning algorithm is given in Figure 12. The basic idea is as follows:
It recursively descends down the tree in a depth first manner and then backs
up level-by-level to determine whether a cluster should be formed by a Y
node alone or by joining it with the neighboring node. If the two subtrees
below a node can be pruned, the algorithm assigns TRUE to the Stop field
(node.Stop) of the node data structure. Otherwise, it assigns FALSE to the
field.
Once the algorithm is completed, we simply descend down the tree again
along each branch to find the first Y node whose Stop field is TRUE (not
shown in Figure 12). These nodes are the clusters, which are presented to the
user as a list of cluster regions.
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Algorithm evaluateP rune(N ode, min y, min rd)
/* N ode is the node being analyzed */
1 if N ode is a leaf then N ode.Stop = TRUE
2 else Lef tChild = N ode.lef t; RightChild = N ode.right;
3
if Lef tChild.Y < min y ∗ |D| then Lef tChild.Stop = TRUE
4
else evaluateP rune(Lef tChild, min y, min rd);
5
end
6
if RightChild.Y < min y ∗ |D| then RightChild.Stop = TRUE
7
else evaluateP rune(RightChild, min y, min rd);
end
8
9
if Lef tChild.Stop = TRUE then
/* We assume that the relative density of LeftChild is */
10
if RightChild.Stop = TRUE then
/* always higher than that of RightChild */
11
if RightChild.Y /RightChild.N > min rd then
12
N ode.Stop = TRUE
/* We can prune from N ode either because we can join
or because both children are N nodes. */
13
elseif Lef tChild is an N node then N ode.Stop = TRUE
14
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
15
end
16
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
17
end
18
else N ode.Stop = FALSE
19
end
20 end
Fig. 12. The cluster tree pruning algorithm

The evaluatePrune algorithm is linear to the number of nodes in the tree
as it traverses the tree only once.

4 Performance Experiments
In this section, we empirically evaluate CLTree using synthetic as well as
real-life datasets. Our experiments aim to establish the following:
•

•

Efficiency: Determine how the execution time scales with, dimensionality
of clusters, size of datasets, dimensionality of datasets, and number of
clusters in the data space.
Accuracy: Test if CLTree finds known clusters in subspaces as well as in the
full space of a high dimensional space. Since CLTree provides descriptions
of clusters, we test how accurate the descriptions are with different pruning
parameters. We also test how the ratio of the numbers of N and Y points
affect the accuracy.
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All the experiments were run on SUN E450 with one 250MHZ cpu and 512MB
memory.
4.1 Synthetic data generation
We implemented two data generators for our experiments. One generates
datasets following a normal distribution, and the other generates datasets
following a uniform distribution. For both generators, all data points have
coordinates in the range [0, 100] on each dimension. The percentage of noise
or outliers (noise level ) is a parameter. Outliers are distributed uniformly at
random throughout the entire space.
Normal distribution: The first data generator generates data points in
each cluster following a normal distribution. Each cluster is described by the
subset of dimensions, the number of data points, and the value range along
each cluster dimension. The data points for a given cluster are generated as
follows: The coordinates of the data points on the non-cluster dimensions are
generated uniformly at random. For a cluster dimension, the coordinates of
the data points projected onto the dimension follow a normal distribution.
The data generator is able to generate clusters of elliptical shape and also has
the flexibility to generate clusters of different sizes.
Uniform distribution: The second data generator generates data points
in each cluster following a uniform distribution. The clusters are hyperrectangles in a subset (including the full set) of the dimensions. The surfaces
of such a cluster are parallel to axes. The data points for a given cluster are
generated as follows: The coordinates of the data points on non-cluster dimensions are generated uniformly at random over the entire value ranges of
the dimensions. For a cluster dimension in the subspace in which the cluster is
embedded, the value is drawn at random from a uniform distribution within
the specified value range.
4.2 Synthetic data results
Scalability results
For our experiments reported below, the noise level is set at 10%. The execution times (in sec.) do not include the time for pruning, but only tree building.
Pruning is very efficient because we only need to traverse the tree once. The
datasets reside in memory.
Dimensionality of hidden clusters: CLTree can be used for finding
clusters in the full dimensional space as well as in any subspaces. Figure 13
shows the scalability as the dimensionality of the clusters is increased from
2 to 20 in a 20-dimensional space. In each case, 5 clusters are embedded in
different subspaces of the 20-dimensional space. In the last case, the clusters
are in the full space. Each dataset has 100,000 records. From the figure, we
see that when the clusters are hyper-rectangles (in which the data points
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are uniformly distributed), CLTree takes less time to build the tree. This is
because CLTree can naturally find hyper-rectangular clusters, and thus tree
building stopped earlier. For both normal and uniform distribution data, we
obtain better than linear scale-up.
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Dataset size: Figure 14 shows the scalability as the size of the dataset is
increased from 100,000 to 500,000 records. The data space has 20 dimensions,
and 5 hidden clusters, each in a different 5-dimensional subspace. The execution time scales up linearly (although the time complexity of the algorithm is
O(nlogn)).
Dimensionality of the data space: Figure 15 shows the scalability as
the dimensionality of the data space is increased from 10 to 100. The dataset
has 100,000 records and 5 clusters, each in a different 5-dimensional subspace.
In both cases (normal distribution data and uniform distribution data), the
algorithm scales up linearly.
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Number of clusters in the space: Figure 16 shows the scalability as
the number of clusters in the space is increased from 2 to 20. The data space
has 20 dimensions and 100,000 records. Each cluster is embedded in a different
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5-dimensional subspace. For both uniform and normal datasets, the execution
times do not vary a great deal as the number of clusters increases.
Accuracy and sensitivity results
In all the above experiments, CLTree recovers all the original clusters embedded in the full dimensional space and subspaces. All cluster dimensions
and their boundaries are found without including any extra dimension. For
pruning, we use CLTree’s default settings of min y = 1% and min rd = 10%
(see below).
Since CLTree provides precise cluster descriptions, which are represented
by hyper-rectangles and the number of data (Y ) points contained in each of
them, below we show the percentage of data points recovered in the clusters using various min y and min rd values, and noise levels. Two sets of
experiments are conducted. In both sets, each data space has 20 dimensions,
and 100,000 data points. In the first set, the number of clusters is 5, and
in the other set, the number of clusters is 10. Each cluster is in a different
5-dimensional subspace. We will also show how the ratio of N and Y points
affects the accuracy.
min y : We vary the value of min y from 0.05% to 5%, and set min rd
= 10% and noise level = 10%. Figure 17 gives the results. For uniform distribution, even min y is very low, all the data points in the clusters are found
for both 5 and 10 cluster cases. All the clusters and their dimensions are also
recovered. For normal distribution, the percentage of data points found in the
clusters is relatively low when min y is very small (0.05%, 0.1% or 0.3%). It
increases dramatically and stabilizes after min y passes 0.5%. From min y =
0.5, the percentages of data points (outliers are not counted) recovered are
very high, around 95%.
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Fig. 17. Percentage of cluster data points Fig. 18. Percentage of cluster data points
found with min y
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min rd : Figure 18 shows the percentages of data points found in the
clusters with different values of min rd. The noise level is set at 10% and
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min y at 1%. The min rd values in the range of 2-30% do not affect the
number of cluster data points found in the uniform distribution datasets. The
reason is that clusters in these datasets do not have the problem of low-density
regions around the cluster boundaries as in the case of normal distribution.
For the normal distribution datasets, when min rd is small, more data
points are found, 95% or more. When min rd is too small, i.e., below 2%
(not shown in Figure 18), some clusters are merged, which is not desirable.
When min rd is more than 15%, the number of data points recovered in the
clusters starts to drop and reaches 58-64% when min rd is 25% and 30%.
That is, when the min rd value is very high, we only find the core regions of
the clusters. In all these experiments (except those with min rd below 2%),
pruning finds the correct number of clusters, and also the cluster dimensions.
Only the number of data points contained in each cluster region changes with
different min rd values. The results shown in Figure 18 can be explained using
Figure 11 (Section 3). If min rd is set low, we will find C1 and C2. If min rd
is set too low we will find the whole space as one cluster. If it is set very high,
we only find S1 and S2.
Noise level: Figure 19 shows how the noise level affects the percentage
of data points recovered in the cluster regions (the noise data or outliers are
not included in counting). We use min y = 1% and min rd = 10%, which are
the default settings for pruning as they perform very well. For the uniform
distribution datasets, the noise level in the range of 5-30% does not affect the
result. All data points are recovered. For the normal distribution datasets,
when the noise level goes up, the percentages of data points found do not
change a great deal for both 5 and 10 clusters. In all cases, the clusters are
found.
N:Y ratio: In Section 2.2, we assume an equal number of N points as
Y points. In fact, 1:1 ratio is not necessary. We experimented with different
N : Y ratios (using default min y and min rd values, and 10% noise). The
results are shown in Figure 20. In these experiments, all correct clusters are
found. The percentage of cluster data points found hardly change.
min y and min rd in applications: From the above experiment results,
we see that the clustering results are not very sensitive to the min y and
min rd values. Although when min rd is too high, we may lose many data
points, we can still find the core regions of the clusters. Thus, in a real-life
application, it is rather safe to give both parameters high values, e.g., min y
= 1-5% and min rd = 10-30%. After we have found the core of each cluster,
we can lower down the values to find bigger cluster regions. Alternatively,
we can explore the cluster tree ourselves from those nodes representing the
cluster cores.
4.3 Real-life data results
We applied CLTree to three real life datasets. Due to space limitations, we
only describe one here. min y = 1% and min rd = 10% are used for pruning.
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This dataset is obtained from an educational institution. It stores the
examination grades (in A, B, C, D, and F) of their students in 12 courses.
CLTree finds 4 main clusters (with some smaller ones). The descriptions of
the 4 clusters and the dimensions used are shown in the table below. The last
column gives the percentage of students that falls into each cluster. Note that
X-Y in the table means from grade X to grade Y.
Clusters
1
2
3
4

C1 C2 C3
B-A C-A C-A
C-A
F-C D-D F-C
F-D F-D F-D

Courses
% of Students
C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12
C-A C-A C-A C-A C-A D-A B-A C-A B-A
14.2%
F-C
47.7%
F-D D-D F-D D-D F-C
D-D F-D F-D
6.5%
F-D F-D F-C C-A
F-C
8.1%

The first cluster clearly identifies those consistently good students. They
perform well in all courses except one, for which they may not do well. It turns
out that this course is not a technical course (C9), but a course on writing.
There are also two difficult courses (C1 and C10) that they do quite well. This
cluster is in the full space, involving all 12 dimensions. The value ranges in
the 12 dimensions give a precise description of the cluster. Note that although
using C10 alone can already separate this cluster from others, we cannot use
only B-A for C10 to describe the cluster because it is not precise enough.
The second cluster represents the average student population. Their examination scores can go up and down. This cluster is a subspace cluster, involving
only two dimensions. They tend to do reasonably well in C2 and poorly in
C10, which is a difficult course.
Cluster 3 and 4 identify two groups of poor students. Both groups perform
badly in courses that require strong logical thinking. However, one group is
bad consistently in every course except one, which happens to be the writing
course, C9. This cluster is a subspace cluster involving 11 dimensions. The
other cluster of students may do reasonably well in those courses that do not
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require strong logical thinking (C8, C9, C11, and C12). This cluster is also a
subspace cluster involving 8 dimensions.

5 Related Work
This section consists of two sub-sections. In the first sub-section, we compare
CLTree with existing clustering techniques. In the second sub-section, we compare the parameters used in CLTree with those used in existing methods.
5.1 Clustering techniques
Traditional clustering techniques can be broadly categorized into partitional
clustering and hierarchical clustering [24, 12]. Given n data records, partitional clustering determines a partitioning of the records into k clusters such
that the data records in a cluster are nearer to one another than the records
in different clusters [24, 12]. The main problem with partitional techniques is
that they are often very sensitive to the initial seeds, outliers and the order in
which the data points are presented [24, 7, 14]. CLTree does not have these
problems.
Hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence of partitions. A clustering can
be created by building a tree (also called a dendrogram) either from leaves
to the root (agglomerative approach) or from the root down to the leaves
(divisive approach) by merging or dividing clusters at each step. Building a
tree using either an agglomerative or a divisive approach can be prohibitively
expensive for large datasets because the complexity of the algorithms is usually
at least O(n2 ), where n is the number of data points or records.
Both partitional and hierarchical methods are based on distance comparison. It is shown in [23] that distance-based approaches are not effective for
clustering in a very high dimensional space because it is unlikely that data
points are nearer to each other than the average distance between data points
[23, 6]. As a consequence, the difference between the distance to the nearest
and the farthest neighbor of a data point goes to zero [6].
CLTree is different from partitional clustering because it does not explicitly
group data points using distance comparison. It is different from hierarchical
clustering because it does not merge the closest (or split the farthest) groups
of records to form clusters. Instead, CLTree performs clustering by classifying
data regions (Y regions) and empty regions (N regions) in the space using a
purity function based on the information theory.
Most traditional clustering methods have very high computational complexities. They are not suitable for clustering of large high dimensional
datasets. In the past few years, a number of studies were made to scale up
these algorithms by using randomized search (CLARANS [25]), by condensing
the data (BIRCH [32] and the system in [7]), by using grids (e.g., DENCLUE
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[22]), and by sampling (CURE [21]). These works are different from ours because our objective is not to scale up an existing algorithm, but to propose a
new clustering technique that can overcome many problems with the existing
methods.
Recently, some clustering algorithms based on local density comparisons
and/or grids were reported, e.g., DBSCAN [10], DBCLASD [31], STING [30],
WaveCluster [28] and DENCLUE [22]. Density-based approaches, however,
are not effective in a high dimensional space because the space is too sparsely
filled (see [23] for more discussions). It is noted in [3] that DBSCAN only runs
with datasets having fewer than 10 dimensions. Furthermore, these methods
cannot be used to find subspace clusters.
OptiGrid [23] finds clusters in high dimension spaces by projecting the
data onto each axis and then partitioning the data using cutting planes at
low-density points. The approach will not work effectively in situations where
some well-separated clusters in the full space may overlap when they are
projected onto each axis. OptiGrid also cannot find subspace clusters.
CLIQUE [3] is a subspace clustering algorithm. It finds dense regions in
each subspace of a high dimensional space. The algorithm uses equal-size cells
and cell densities to determine clustering. The user needs to provide the cell
size and the density threshold. This approach does not work effectively for
clusters that involve many dimensions. According to the results reported in
[3], the highest dimensionality of subspace clusters is only 10. Furthermore,
CLIQUE does not produce disjoint clusters as normal clustering algorithms
do. Dense regions at different subspaces typically overlap. This is due to the
fact that for a given dense region all its projections on lower dimensionality
subspaces are also dense, and get reported. [8] presents a system that uses the
same approach as CLIQUE, but has a different measurement of good clustering. CLTree is different from this grid and density based approach because its
cluster tree building does not depend on any input parameter. It is also able
to find disjoint clusters of any dimensionality.
[1, 2] studies projected clustering, which is related to subspace clustering
in [3], but find disjoint clusters as traditional clustering algorithms do. Unlike traditional algorithms, it is able to find clusters that use only a subset of
the dimensions. The algorithm ORCLUS [2] is based on hierarchical merging
clustering. In each clustering iteration, it reduces the number of clusters (by
merging) and also reduces the number of dimensions. The algorithm assumes
that the number of clusters and the number of projected dimensions are given
beforehand. CLTree does not need such parameters. CLTree also does not
require all projected clusters to have the same number of dimensions, i.e., different clusters may involve different numbers of dimensions (see the clustering
results in Section 4.3).
Another body of existing work is on clustering of categorical data [29, 20,
15]. Since this paper focuses on clustering in a numerical space, we will not
discuss these works further.
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5.2 Input parameters
Most existing cluster methods critically depend on input parameters, e.g., the
number of clusters (e.g., [25, 32, 1, 2, 7]), the size and density of grid cells
(e.g., [22, 3, 8]), and density thresholds (e.g., [10, 23]). Different parameter
settings often result in completely different clustering. CLTree does not need
any input parameter in its main clustering process, i.e., cluster tree building.
It uses two parameters only in pruning. However, these parameters are quite
different in nature from the parameters used in the existing algorithms. They
only facilitate the user to explore the space of clusters in the cluster tree to
find useful clusters.
In traditional hierarchical clustering, one can also save which clusters are
merged and how far apart they are at each clustering step in a tree form.
This information can be used by the user in deciding which level of clustering
to make use of. However, as we discussed above, distance in a high dimensional space can be misleading. Furthermore, traditional hierarchical clustering methods do not give a precise description of each cluster. It is thus hard
for the user to interpret the saved information. CLTree, on the other hand,
gives precise cluster regions in terms of hyper-rectangles, which are easy to
understand.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel clustering technique, called CLTree, which
is based on decision trees in classification research. CLTree performs clustering by partitioning the data space into data and empty regions at various
levels of details. To make the decision tree algorithm work for clustering, we
proposed a technique to introduce non-existing points to the data space, and
also designed a new purity function that looks ahead in determining the best
partition. Additionally, we devised a user-oriented pruning method in order to
find subjectively interesting/useful clusters. The CLTree technique has many
advantages over existing clustering methods. It is suitable for subspace as well
as full space clustering. It also provides descriptions of the resulting clusters.
Finally, it comes with an important by-product, the empty (sparse) regions,
which can be used to find outliers and anomalies. Extensive experiments have
been conducted with the proposed technique. The results demonstrated its
effectiveness.
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